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Qualification Overview 

BSc (Hons) Applied Software Engineering (Degree Apprenticeship) 
 

Course code  R40       
Credits  360       
Course type:  Degree       
How long it takes:  Part Time:  n/a  Full Time:  4-4.5 years  
Entry requirements:  Yes       

      
1. Summary  

The BSc (Honours) in Applied Software Engineering provides you with the opportunity to combine a university 
degree with facilitated work-based learning through the Degree Apprenticeship scheme and is designed to be 
completed within a period of 4-4.5 years.   
   
Graduation with this degree will mean you have developed numeracy, literacy, communication, team working, 
presentation, cognitive, organisational and practical skills that are appropriate to the discipline and applied in their 
employment context. You will be equipped to engage professionally with the challenges of the analysis, 
specification, design, deployment or management of digital systems. 

 

2. Course details  
Year 1   
TXY122 Career development and employability 
TMXY112 Introduction to computing and IT 2 
TMXY130 Introduction to computing technologies 
Year 2   
TXY227  Change, strategy and projects at work     
TMXY254 Managing IT: the why, the what and the how 
MXY250 Object-oriented Java programming 
Year 3   
TMXY350 Advanced work-based learning 
TTXY284 Web technologies 
TMXY354 Software engineering 
Year 4   
TMXY470 The computing and IT project 
TMXY356 Interaction design and the user experience 
TMXY352 Web, mobile and cloud technologies 

 

3. Accessibility  
We make all our qualifications as accessible as possible and have a comprehensive range of services to support all 
our students. The BSc (Hons) in Applied Software Engineering uses a variety of study materials and includes the 
following activities:   

• studying a mixture of printed and online material. Online learning resources may include websites, 
audio/video media clips, and interactive activities such as quizzes   
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• using mathematical and scientific expressions, notation and assorted techniques   
• working in a group with other students   
• using and producing diagrams or screenshots   
• undertaking practical work   
• finding external/third party material online 
• using specialist software. 

 
If you feel you may need additional support with any of the elements above, or to find out more about what we 
offer, please contact us as soon as possible.  
 
Computing requirements 
A computing device with a browser and broadband internet access is required for this module.  Any modern browser 
will be suitable for most computer activities. Functionality may be limited on mobile devices. 
 
Any additional software will be provided or is generally freely available. However, some activities may have more 
specific requirements. For this reason, you will need to be able to install and run additional software on a device that 
meets the requirements below. 
 
A desktop or laptop computer with an up-to-date version of either: 

• Windows 10 or 11 
• macOS 10.15 or higher 

 
The screen of the device must have a resolution of at least 1024 pixels horizontally and 768 pixels vertically. 
 
To participate in our online-discussion area you will need both a microphone and speakers/headphones. 
 
4. Classification of degree  

Awardable qualification name:  Bachelor of Science (Honours) in Applied Software Engineering  
Letters entitled to use:  BSc (Hons) App Soft Eng (Open) 
Opportunity to attend degree ceremony?  Yes  

  
5. Entry requirements  
This is an open entry qualification but since Degree Apprentices must be appointed to apprenticeships by their 
employers, there are appropriate restrictions on registration.   
 
6. Careers  
Personal development planning:  
Personal development planning is embedded in the Degree Apprenticeship, primarily via the work-based learning 
modules, but also in the other Level 1 modules.   
 
You’ll also compile an online portfolio of evidence to demonstrate competence in your skills.   
 
7. Learning outcomes 
Educational aims  
The aim of this degree is to develop your learning and experience, to equip you with the knowledge, skills and 
behavioural characteristics needed to underpin a career as a Software Engineering professional. As well as 
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establishing a broad foundation in the fundamental technologies and techniques of computing and the issues 
involved in their application, it will also: 

• enable you to keep ahead in a rapidly changing subject area by helping you to develop as an independent 
learner; 

• contextualise your learning within your workplace to prepare you for your profession; 
• foster relevant skills in communication, numeracy, and collaborative working; 
• imbue the qualities that come with being a graduate in any discipline: specialist knowledge, intellectual self-

confidence and independence, analytical ability and the life-long learning skills needed to keep up with fast-
changing technologies. 

 
You will gain practical experience of designing, building and evaluating software components and systems. 
 
Knowledge and Understanding  
When you complete your studies for this qualification, you will have:  

• a broad critical understanding of the fundamental principles, concepts and techniques underlying software 
engineering 

• an understanding of a range of models and languages to support the analysis and design of software systems 
• an understanding of the range of situations in which software systems are used, particularly within your own 

work environment, the ways in which people interact with them, and the possibilities and limitations of such 
systems 

• a critical awareness of the professional, ethical, social and legal issues that can be associated with the 
engineering and deployment of software systems, and how these are managed in general and within your 
work place 

• a recognition of major trends in software engineering and of the implications of these trends 
 
Cognitive Skills  
On completion of this qualification you will have developed the following cognitive skills:  

• apply and critically evaluate key software engineering concepts in a range of contexts, including your own 
workplace  

• select and apply appropriate techniques and tools for abstracting, modelling, problem-solving, designing and 
testing digital systems including in the context of your workplace, and be aware of the limitations involved 

• compare, contrast, critically analyse and refine specifications and implementations of software systems 
• use a relevant framework, such as the Applied Software Engineering Degree Apprenticeship Framework, to 

assess and improve your professional performance 
• devise and carry out a software engineering project relevant to your workplace that applies and extends 

your knowledge and understanding, and critically reflect on the processes involved and the outcomes of 
your work 

 
Key Skills  
When you complete this qualification, you will be able to:  

• communicate information, arguments, ideas and issues clearly and in appropriate ways, bearing in mind the 
audience for and the purpose of your communication  

• work in a group, communicating effectively using digital communication and in face-to-face contexts  
• work independently, planning, monitoring, reflecting on and improving your own learning  
• find, assess and apply information from a variety of sources, using information technology as necessary  
• select, and use accurately, appropriate numerical and analytical techniques to solve problems  
• recognise and understand a range of technological problems and select suitable techniques for solving them 
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Practical and/or Professional Skills  
When you complete this qualification, you will be able to:  

• demonstrate an appropriate level of competence in skills related to software engineering  
• analyse, design, evaluate and/or test software systems, using appropriate simulation and modelling tools 

where appropriate  
• plan and organise yourself and your work appropriately, including keeping systematic records of work in 

progress and outcomes  
• demonstrate the ability to undertake ongoing learning in order to keep up to date with digital technologies 
• identify and address the professional, ethical, social and legal issues that may arise during the development 

and use of software systems  
• use appropriate professional tools to support your work 

  
Teaching, learning and assessment methods  
The tuition strategy for this qualification will support achieving the aims and development of the learning outcomes 
of the Applied Software Engineering Degree Apprenticeship. Because the qualification is designed for apprentices 
who are working in sponsoring organisations, it provides a scaffolded approach to your academic learning and 
professional skills development.   
 
The qualification offers the opportunity for you to take advantage of the Apprenticeship scheme, allowing for full-
time study while working full time.   
 
The practice aspects of the degree support your learning in the workplace, providing information, guidance and tools 
with which to make the most of your experience as an Applied Software Engineering Degree Apprentice within your 
organisation. As you advance through your study, you will be supported to develop these skills progressively, 
applying the knowledge and understanding you gain in your studies to your experiences in the workplace.   
Assessment thus ranges from tasks such as short essay answers and interactive computer-marked assignments 
(iCMAs), Tutor-Marked Assignments (TMAs), End-of-Module Assessments (EMAs) and examinations through to 
completing your study with a work-based learning project undertaken in your employment context.   
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Module Descriptions – Stage 1 

Career development and employability  
 Course code: TXY122  Credits: 30  OU Level: 1  
SCQF Level: 7  FHEQ Level: 4   

  
Summary  
Whatever the context of your apprenticeship, this key introductory OU Level 1 module will enable you to use your 
workplace as a context for learning and developing your ability to apply your learning to improve your practice at 
work. You will also develop your critical thinking skills and increase your understanding of how to research workplace 
issues. The preparation of personal, professional and academic development plans will support your development as 
an independent learner and help you to align your personal and career development aspirations.  
 
Course content  
This module gives you the opportunity to achieve 30 credits towards your Degree Apprenticeship using work-related 
activities as a basis for your studies. You will achieve this by working through resources, activities and assignments 
with support from your tutor, your work colleagues and your fellow students. There are four study blocks in the 
module covering learning at work; critical thinking and reflective practice; carrying out research in the workplace; 
personal, academic and career development planning; and understanding the workplace context and your role 
within it.  
 
You will learn  
This module aims to help you:  

• develop your understanding of your work context and your role within it  
• develop your ability to learn from the workplace through reflective practice  
• apply your skills, understanding and knowledge within the workplace  
• understand the concept of professionalism and enable you to map your existing skills and knowledge against 

relevant occupational standards  
• gain the skills necessary to carry out research at work  
• construct a research proposal that could improve performance and/or add value to the organisation  
• be able to map their existing skills and knowledge against relevant occupational standards and frameworks  
• evaluate, plan and develop your personal, academic, professional and employability skills and align your own 

development needs with the business objectives of your organisation.  
 
Course materials: What's included 
You will receive a copy of the module reader, The Manager’s Good Study Guide. Additional resources and support 
will be made available from the module website, online forums, The Open University library and selected external 
websites and journal papers. 

Support from your tutor 
You will have a tutor who will help you with the study material and mark and comment on your written work, and 
who you can ask for advice and guidance. If you are new to the OU, you will find that your tutor will be particularly 
concerned to help you with your study methods. We offer a mixture of tutorial support through online forums, by 
phone and face to face. Face-to-face tutorials are provided depending on the number and distribution of students 
taking the module. 
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Assessment 
Assessment for this module comprises three tutor-marked assignments and an end-of-module assessment. You will 
be expected to submit your tutor-marked assignments (TMAs) and end-of-module assessment (EMA) online through  
 
the eTMA system unless there are some difficulties which prevent you from doing so. In these circumstances, you 
must negotiate with your tutor to get their agreement to submit your assignment on paper. 
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Introduction to computing and IT 2 
Course code: TMXY112  Credits: 30  OU Level: 1  
SCQF Level: 7  FHEQ Level: 4   

  
Summary  
This module prepares you for further study of computing and IT modules. You will:  

• learn about a variety of information technologies – including basic computer architecture, the cloud and 
mobile computing – while improving your numerical skills;  

• develop problem-solving skills as you get familiar with the Python programming language, analyse real-world 
data and carry out a programming project;  

• practise your communication and analytical skills as you explore the profound legal, social, ethical and 
security challenges posed by information technologies.  

 
Course content  
This module consists of three themes. Each theme consists of several parts – you’ll study one part per week. The 
themes are interleaved throughout the module. So, you may study a part on the ‘Essential information technologies’ 
theme in one week and another part on, say, the ‘Problem solving with Python’ theme in the next week and then 
another part on the ‘Essential information technologies’ theme the following week. This allows you to revisit and 
strengthen your understanding of the concepts and skills of each theme over the course of the module. Problem 
solving and programming skills especially can’t be learned in a few weeks; they require continued practice 
throughout the module.  
 
You will learn  
In Theme 1, Essential information technologies, you’ll learn, among other things, about:  

• how computers store and process data – and why they use binary;  
• the hardware components of your computer;  
• different types of cloud;  
• the design of mobile phone networks;  
• how to use latitude and longitude to look up locations on online maps; what happens under the bonnet 

when you delete a file on your computer.  
 
You’ll also develop your numeracy skills – from using scientific notation and percentages to calculating with binary 
representations.  
 
In Theme 2, Problem solving with Python, you will:  

• learn to use the Python programming language;  
• analyse, with Python, health and well-being data from the Office for National Statistics; complete a small 

programming project.  
 
You’ll also be introduced to a range of problem-solving strategies, which you’ll practise as part of your project.  
 
In Theme 3, Information technologies in the wild, you’ll study:  

• how hackers pose a threat beyond the digital world;  
• how you can secure your data;  
• how the Internet is enabling crime, surveillance, and digital freedom.  

 
You’ll also develop your analytical and communication skills – including collecting and using evidence to argue a 
point.  
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Course materials: What’s included 
Each theme is supported by a printed book. Your study will be guided from the module website, which includes your 
study calendar, software resources, interactive online activities, practice quizzes and media clips. You’ll 
communicate and work online with other students through online forums. 

Support from your tutor 
You’ll have a tutor who’ll help you with the study material, and mark and provide feedback on your work. Your tutor 
is your first point of contact for any queries on the module and you can ask them for advice and guidance. Your tutor 
is particularly concerned to help you with your study methods. We may also offer group tutorials or day schools that 
you are encouraged, but not obliged, to attend. Where tutorials are held will depend on the distribution of students. 
In addition, there will be online tutorials and other collaborative activities which will take place in your tutor group’s 
online forum. Throughout your study you can use this forum to keep in touch with your tutor and with other 
members of your tutor group. 
 
Assessment 
Assessment on this module comprises 3 Tutor-Marked Assignments. 
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Introduction to computing technologies  
 Course code: TMXY130  Credits: 30  OU Level: 1  
SCQF Level: 7  FHEQ Level: 4   

  
Summary  
This module combines three strands of material that aim to provide you with a foundation to key aspects of 
Computing and IT: networking, cybersecurity and mathematics for computing. These topics are important to 
understand for all computing and information technology professionals. 
 
The networking strand explores the technological principles behind domestic and commercial networks, as well as 
the technologies we use to support the internet. 
 
The cybersecurity strand explores professional standards and practices as well as the technological impact of 
cybercrime. It also goes into greater depth on each of the technologies involved in supporting (as well as thwarting) 
cybersecurity. 
 
The mathematics for computing strand will address issues associated with number representations; algebra and 
equations; functions and growth; modular arithmetic; dealing with data; and the basics of graphics.  The 
mathematics that you study on TMXY130 will be helpful throughout your apprenticeship programme. 
 
 
Course Content 
The networking and cybersecurity material is delivered via the Cisco Networking Academy (NetAcad) where you will 
study Networking Essentials and Cybersecurity Essentials. As part of the Networking Essentials course, you will also 
learn how to use Cisco’s Packet Tracer network simulator which you will use to complete some of your module 
assessments. All of the study materials and assessments for your Cisco studies are carried out online. 
 
You will also study material on mathematics for computing developed by the OU specifically for this module. 
 
You will learn 
This module will enable you to: 

• Increase your knowledge of some foundational aspects of computing and IT: computer networks, 
cybersecurity and mathematics for computing 

• develop a variety of skills appropriate to a career in the computing and IT industry 
 
Course materials: What’s included 

• Access to the module study materials via the module website and Cisco Networking Academy 
• A discussion forum where you will be able to interact with your tutors and fellow students on the module 

 
Support from your tutor 
You’ll have a named tutor who will support your studies and mark and comment on your assignment work; you can 
also seek academic advice and guidance from them. Your tutor will offer support through email, telephone and 
online forum discussions. Additionally, there will be online tutorials; TMXY130 tutors will take them, but depending 
on the tutorial, not necessarily your own named tutor. We recommend you book online to attend these tutorials. 
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Assessment 
Assessment on this module will comprise 3 Tutor-Marked Assignments (TMAs) and quizzes that contribute to the 
TMA scores. 
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Module Descriptions – Stage 2 

Change, strategy and projects at work  
 Course code: TXY227  Credits: 30  OU Level: 2  
SCQF Level: 8  FHEQ Level: 5  

 
Summary  
We live in a changing world. Being able to anticipate, make sense of, and manage change is vital to our wellbeing in 
both our personal and working lives. This is true whether or not you perceive yourself as a manager in the usual 
sense, because we all need to manage our lives to ensure we benefit from change rather than be disadvantaged by 
it. This module will improve your understanding of the origins, nature and consequences of change, and help you to 
plan a change project associated with your workplace. This will develop your project working skills.  
 
Course content  
In the first block of study you will be introduced to techniques to probe and understand the ‘big picture’ of how 
change is likely to impact on your own workplace and options for responding to the need for change.  
In following blocks you will identify and develop an idea for a practical change project centred on your work or 
workplace that supports your organisation’s priorities, which you identified in Block 1. You will develop your project 
plan, learning about project working methods as you do so. You will also learn how to prepare and present the 
business case for your project idea. You are not expected to implement your project plan in this module, though 
your employer could decide to take your project forward independent of your study on this module.   
 
You will learn  
By studying this module you will:  

• develop key change and project working skills and competences such as planning and organising, problem 
solving, showing initiative, adaptability, and flexibility  

• improve your insight, knowledge and understanding of your workplace  
• build your personal confidence  
• develop your ability to learn from your work and to apply learning in your workplace.  

 
Course materials: what's included  
The study materials will include a set book and a website. The website will provide links to:  

• study materials  
• discussion forums  
• other relevant sources  

 
Support from your tutor  
You’ll have a named tutor who will support your studies and mark and comment on your assignment work; you can 
also seek academic advice and guidance from them. Your tutor will offer support through email, telephone and 
online forum discussions. Additionally, there will be online tutorials; TXY227 tutors will take them, but depending on 
the tutorial, not necessarily your own named tutor. We recommend you book online to attend these tutorials. 
 
Assessment  
Assessment on this module comprises 3 Tutor-Marked Assignments and an End-of-module Assessment.  
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Managing IT: the why, the what and the how   
Course code: TMXY254  Credits: 30  OU Level: 2  
SCQF Level: 8  FHEQ Level: 5   

  
Summary  
In this module, you’ll explore principles, concepts and techniques of IT service management; the capturing and 
understanding of requirements; and the management of projects that deliver IT services and realise requirements. 
The module places some of the general principles of IT management in the specific context of the modelling of data 
solutions and the implementation and administration of a database. You’ll develop your knowledge and 
understanding in different ways, including practical team working – through which, you’ll explore the why, the what, 
and the how of managing IT. 
 
Course content 
The reason why we provide an IT service is to do something for somebody – who could be either a user or a 
customer. Understanding what users or customers value, and what needs to be done to ensure that they continue to 
value it, is what service management is about. 
 
Having understood why an IT system is needed, it’s necessary to understand what will be required of the system, 
how to express those requirements, and how to build a system to implement them. 
 
Building an IT system is often complex, requiring many different tasks to be performed in the right order. Project 
management sets out how, given the resources and time available, to achieve all the different tasks, including 
understanding why the system is needed, and discovering what the requirements are for the system. Finally, 
throughout the life of any IT system, effective communication between those involved in planning, building and 
using it will be essential. 
 
You will learn 
The module consists of three blocks: 
Block 1: Service management 
 In the first block, you’ll look at how service management helps to ensure that users and customers receive from IT 
systems services that they value. Referencing the widely used service management framework, ITIL®, you’ll start by 
exploring what’s needed to operate existing services effectively, then look at how to identify where, when and why 
there might be scope for improving services. You’ll go on to consider some of the strategic drivers for providing 
services to customers, and how to understand their value. You’ll look also at the wide range of things that need to be 
addressed when designing a service, and then rolling it out into use. The block concludes by looking at how all these 
aspects of service management interact in the context of the ITIL Service Lifecycle and, finally, explores some 
important aspects of communicating and working with colleagues in teams. 
 
Block 2: Requirements and databases 
 In the first section of the block, you’ll learn to understand business goals and needs; the goals and needs of 
customers; and the requirements of stakeholders. In the second section, you’ll learn about databases, including 
modelling the data required and implementing a data solution to meet some of the needs and requirements. 
 
Block 3: Project management 
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 This block will introduce you to project management, with an emphasis on managing software projects. You’ll cover 
project management techniques and topics – such as project planning and activity planning and managing risk and 
allocating resources. You’ll also focus on the techniques that are most relevant to software project management, 
including: 

• choosing an appropriate software development approach 
• estimating how much development effort will be required 
• exploring the tools and techniques for monitoring the progress of projects. 

 
Throughout the module, audio and some visual materials will illustrate and bring the study topics to life with case 
studies, interviews and panel discussion with experts in service management and project management. You’ll 
explore some of these further by asking what-if questions and suggesting how the service or project could have been 
managed differently. In addition, you’ll collaborate, in a small team of fellow students, on exercises based on 
important aspects of IT management. 
 

Course materials: what's included 
• Access to the module study materials via the module website 
• Two externally published books – one printed, one online 

 
Support from your tutor 
You’ll have a named tutor who will support your studies and mark and comment on your assignment work; you can 
also seek academic advice and guidance from them. Your tutor will offer support through email, telephone and 
online forum discussions. Additionally, there will be online tutorials. We will advertise tutorials before the module 
starts; TM254 tutors will take them, but depending on the tutorial, not necessarily your own named tutor. We 
recommend you book online to attend these tutorials. 
 
Assessment 
Assessment on this module comprises 3 Tutor-Marked Assignments and an examination. 
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Object-oriented Java programming  
Course code: MXY250  Credits: 30  OU Level: 2  
SCQF Level: 8 FHEQ Level: 5  

  
Summary  
This module teaches the fundamental ideas behind the object-oriented approach to programming through the 
widely-used Java programming language. Concentrating on aspects of Java that best demonstrate object-oriented 
principles and good practice, you’ll gain a solid basis for further study of the Java language and object-oriented 
software development.  
 
Course content  
In the Object-oriented view of software, programs are considered to be collections of objects that interact by 
sending messages to one another and reacting to the answers to those messages. These ideas are at the forefront of 
modern software development.  
 
The module takes an ‘objects first’ approach to teaching; you start seeing and interacting with graphical objects right 
from the very start. This is achieved by working within innovative and engaging micro worlds that allow you to learn 
basic object-oriented principles, before you attempt Java syntax or source code.  
 
Throughout the module you will use BlueJ, an integrated development environment (IDE) specifically developed for 
teaching and learning object-oriented programming. BlueJ is used worldwide and is easy to use. It places special 
emphasis on visualisation and interaction techniques to provide a highly interactive environment that encourages 
experimentation and exploration.  
 
You will learn  
In the first part of the module you will interact with micro-worlds of graphical objects to explore basic object-
oriented ideas. You will soon start using Java code and syntax to write your own simple object-oriented code using 
the BlueJ IDE. Basic object-oriented concepts such as attribute, state, protocol, class and subclass are introduced, 
initially through interaction with the micro world, and then in the context of writing Java code. You will be expected 
to write short methods (the smallest units of code in Java) to specification.  
 
The module continues the teaching about fundamental object-oriented ideas by investigating:  

• inheritance hierarchies  
• overriding methods  
• abstract classes  
• interfaces  
• polymorphism  
• re-use of code  
• static methods and variables. 

 
Along the way, you’ll learn about creating your own classes, about the facilities of Java for selection and iteration, 
and more about some of the core, provided Java classes. Different kinds of errors are discussed together with 
techniques for error handling, program design and debugging. After discussion of the need to design code, you will 
be expected to be able to implement to specification a class along with its methods.  
 
You will then be introduced to a subset of the Java collection classes, and related issues such as ordering and sorting. 
You are guided to apply the knowledge you gained from the first parts of the module, along with the new classes 
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being introduced, to increasingly complex programming exercises. The skill of appropriately utilising a provided 
library of classes (searching for a useful class and method, for example) is explicitly developed in this context, and 
reuse by composition is discussed.  
 
The last part of the module begins by investigating how data is written to and from files in Java and how objects can 
be made persistent by writing them to file. Both of these techniques are useful in larger scale programs.  
 
Course materials: what's included 
The module uses printed units and supplements together with some supplements that are available in PDF format 
only. There is a module website including electronic copies of printed materials, other documents, software, 
programming activities, student forums and a study planner. 
 
Support from your tutor 
You will have a tutor who will help you with the study material and mark and comment on your written work, and 
whom you can ask for advice and guidance. Throughout your study you will use email and online forums to keep in 
touch with your tutor and other students in your tutor group. We may also be able to offer face-to-face group 
tutorials that you are encouraged, but not obliged, to attend. Where your tutorials are held will depend on the 
distribution of students taking the module. 
 
Assessment 
Assessment on this module comprises 3 Tutor-Marked Assignments. 
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Module Descriptions – Stage 3 

Advanced work-based learning 
 Course code: TMXY350  Credits: 30  OU Level: 3  
SCQF Level: 9  FHEQ Level: 6   

  
Summary  
There are two main aims for this module:   

• to help you to develop and demonstrate competence in the skills required for your apprenticeship 
specialism;  

• to help you to carry out preparatory work for the capstone project and presentation, including agreeing the 
topic to be addressed with your tutor, practice tutor and employer.  

 
The set of competencies evidenced in this module will normally define the scope for the capstone project.    
 
Course content  
You will be provided with resources and support to help you to identify and develop an idea for a feasible project 
centred on workplace that supports your organisation’s priorities. You will develop a draft project plan in 
conjunction with your tutor, practice tutor and employer supported by a convincing business case. This plan, if 
approved, will form the basis for your capstone project.  
 
You will learn  
By studying this module you will:  

• Prepare for your final project module 
• Develop knowledge, skills and experience of workplace/work role investigation 
• Map the KSBs against relevant standards and frameworks 
• Continue to develop a portfolio or learning log 
• Practise project planning, report writing and evaluation  
• Engage in the practical application of interview and presentation tools and techniques 
• Consider the alignment of personal and career development needs with the business objectives of the 

organisation 
• Produce learning and development plans 
• Produce a consolidated project proposal, jointly agreed by apprentice and employer, that could be 

implemented in the final project module. 
 
Course materials: what's included 
The study materials will include a website. The website will provide links to: 

• study materials 
• discussion forums 
• other relevant sources 

 
Support from your tutor 
You will be allocated to a tutor and practice tutor who will support you in your studies and in related activities, mark 
and comment on your assessments, and whom you can ask for advice and guidance. Tutorial support will normally 
be provided using telephone, email and online forums. 
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Assessment 
Assessment on this module comprises 3 Tutor-Marked Assignments (TMAs) and an End-of-module TMA (emTMA) 
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Web technologies  
 Course code: TTXY284  Credits: 30  OU Level: 2  
SCQF Level: 9  FHEQ Level: 5   

  
Summary  
The World Wide Web continues to provide a foundation for the development of a broad range of increasingly 
influential and strategic technologies, supporting a large variety of applications and services, both in the private and 
public sectors. There is a growing need for management and decision makers to gain a clearer understanding of the 
application development process, from planning through to deployment and maintenance. This module will give you 
an insight into architectures, protocols, standards, languages, tools and techniques; an understanding of approaches 
to more dynamic and mobile content; and demonstrate how you can analyse requirements, plan, design, implement 
and test a range of web applications.  
 
Course content  
Over the last few years the internet and the World Wide Web have provided the basis for the development of a 
range of strategic business solutions.  
 
As web technologies have entered the mainstream of IT development a wide range of applications in sectors such as 
marketing, selling, purchasing, banking and publishing have been deployed, positioning the Web in the relationship 
between providers and users.  
 
This module starts with a focus on the foundations of web applications, including protocols, standards and content 
handling. It builds on these by exploring application architectures, components and alternative application designs 
before considering how applications and content can be made more dynamic and mobile.  
 
You will learn  
The module is made up of four blocks and a project.  
 
Block 1: Foundations of web technology  
The first block covers the basic technologies on which the Web is founded. Aspects covered include: historic  
development of the Web; 'architecture' and basic client server architecture; protocols such as HTTP; content mark up 
(HTML, CSS, XML) and issues of accessibility and usability; standards and standardisation organisations (W3C, 
Internet working group); and security (firewalls, HTTPS, certificates). This block of the module covers all of the basic 
foundations on which the remainder of the module builds.    
 
Block 2: Web architectures  
After examining the different approaches to web application architecture, Block 2 focuses on how the components 
of the client-server architecture can deliver dynamic content to web pages.  
 
This block covers web application architectures, including cloud technology; server- and client-side components (web 
browsers, databases) and programming languages (JavaScript, PHP and SQL).  
 
While this block considers a range of programming languages and their roles in developing applications, it does not 
teach programming and you are expected to have already acquired these skills.  
 
This block includes both JavaScript and PHP programming activities. All the code required to produce a simple web 
application is provided and explained, but you should be prepared to utilise and adapt the examples in simple ways.  
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Block 3: Mobile content  
Block 3 examines the trend toward more portable content and content customisation and explores mobile content and 
applications. It considers aspects such as Web 2, content manipulation and approaches to delivering content to mobile 
devices. You will also undertake the development of a simple mobile application. 
Block 4: Developing applications  
The final block explores how applications are planned, designed and developed by IT professionals, examining 
project planning, application design, development environments and tools as well as application deployment and 
maintenance.  
 
Project  
At the end of the module, you will carry out a substantial project applying the skills and techniques from each block. 
 
Course materials: what's included  
This module is presented fully online within The Open University's virtual learning environment (VLE), which gives 
access to the study materials in electronic format, online forums and other online resources. There are no printed 
texts: all the study materials will be available online from the website.  
 
You may wish to use a headset, with a microphone and earphones, to talk to your tutor and other students online 
during some of the module activities. 
 
Support from your tutor 
You will have a tutor who will help you with the study material and mark and comment on your written work, and 
whom you can ask for advice and guidance. We may also be able to offer group tutorials or day schools that you are 
encouraged, but not obliged, to attend. Where your tutorials are held will depend on the distribution of students 
taking the module. 
 
Assessment 
Assessment on this module comprises 3 Tutor-Marked Assignments and an End-of-module assessment. 
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Software engineering  
Course code: TMXY354  Credits: 30  OU Level: 3  
SCQF Level: 10  FHEQ Level: 6   

  
Summary  
Designing, building and testing software systems can be a complicated process. This module aims to provide you 
with an understanding of software engineering concepts and a view of practical software development. It follows a 
disciplined approach to the development of software systems to meet specified requirements. You will become 
familiar with a wide range of techniques to support the dialogue between software engineers and an organisation’s 
stakeholders, and the work of the developers. You will also develop a good understanding of the different 
approaches to, and practices of, software development, including those followed by agile methods.  
 
Course content  
Comparing traditional approaches with agile processes and practices, you will learn about well-known software 
development processes, their phases, activities and techniques. This will help you to develop a critical understanding 
of the diversity of contexts of organisations, problems, and development teams, which will allow you to use your 
own judgment in a real situation.  
 
You will learn  
By studying this module you will:  

• be able to understand the business domain for a problem requiring a software solution or a change to an 
existing solution  

• acquire the tools and knowledge to analyse and design such a solution or change  
• understand how any chosen software architecture will impact on the satisfaction of all users requirements 

and expectations  
• be able to apply and reuse design expertise from a set of design patterns  
• develop the skills for testing outputs of all activities throughout the development process.  

 
You will be equipped to apply your knowledge to the design of a wide range of software systems; from small systems 
in a single organisation (which still need to interact with a range of other services online) to those working in 
largescale distributed environments based on coalitions of systems.  
 
Course materials: what's included 
Printed study texts, online study texts, website, and online forums. 
 
Support from your tutor 
You will have a tutor who will help you with the study material and mark and comment on your written work, and 
whom you can ask for advice and guidance. We may also be able to offer group tutorials or day schools that you are 
encouraged, but not obliged, to attend. Where your tutorials are held will depend on the distribution of students 
taking the module. There will also be online tutorials and other collaborative activities, which will take place in your 
tutor group’s online forum. Throughout the module you can use this forum to keep in touch with your tutor and 
fellow students. 
 
Assessment 
Assessment on this module comprises 3 Tutor-Marked Assignments and an examination.  
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Module Descriptions – Stage 4 

Interaction design and the user experience   
Course code: TMXY356  Credits: 30  OU Level: 3  
SCQF Level: 10  FHEQ Level: 6   

  
Summary  
From small apps to large business systems, from smart phones to smart environments, from wearables to ambient 
installations, from virtual reality to augmented reality – interactive computing technologies have become part of the 
fabric of everyday life. This module will help you on your way to becoming an effective interaction designer. You’ll 
learn what interaction design is about and how to design interactive products that offer good user experiences. 
You’ll learn about the multitude of factors that influence user experience; the theories that underlie good interaction 
design; and the methods and techniques designers use to create effective interactive products. 
 
Course content  
Why are some interactive products so popular? How do you create products that everybody wants? One of the 
fundamental things you will learn in this module is the importance of user-centred design. 

You will learn the value of moving away from your desk and ‘stepping out into the world’ to involve potential users in 
your early design ideas for interactive products. It is all too easy to assume that other people think, feel and behave 
in the same way as we, the designer or developer, do. It is essential to take into account the diversity among users 
and their different perspectives and getting their feedback will help you to avoid any errors and misunderstandings 
that you may not have thought of. Involving users in the process is vital to creating great products and makes good 
business sense: after all, who wants to buy a bad product? 

Through hands-on activities you will work through the design process on a project of your own choosing (with our 
guidance) as part of the tutor-marked assignments (TMAs). Each TMA addresses one stage in the design life-cycle. By 
the end of the module you will have practical experience of the full life-cycle through your own project. You will 
develop skills that will be important to you in a variety of employment settings – whether working as a developer as 
part of a large software development team, as a partner in a small start-up, or in some other role involved in the 
managing of, or decision making around interactive products that will be used by people. You will acquire practical 
skills that will equip you with the tools you need to analyse, design and evaluate interactive products. 

You will learn  
The module is organised in four blocks and uses the international best-selling book Interaction Design: Beyond 
Human-Computer Interaction as a reference text: 
 
Block 1 – Introduction and overview 
What is interaction design? This block gets across the fundamental idea of what we mean by interaction design and 
the importance of it being user centred. You will begin to reflect on what makes some designs usable and satisfying – 
and others not – and get hands-on experience of the process of designing. An important principle of our approach to 
interaction design is that there is diversity among users – not only in terms of their physical characteristics and 
capabilities, but also of their cognitive and sensory characteristics. 
 
Block 2 – Requirements 
Who are the users and what do they want? As part of the process of defining the requirements for an interactive 
product we need to know the user’s characteristics but also need to be aware of the user’s context – both in terms 
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of their physical environment and in terms of the activity they are engaged in. This block studies a range of 
requirement gathering approaches including talking to users, observational methods including the use of technology 
probes, and more. You will also learn to use tools and techniques such as developing personas and scenarios, which 
will help you share information with the stakeholders (the team, the users, the customer) and communicate 
effectively about the requirements for an interactive product. 
 
Block 3 – Design 
Designing is about balancing the requirements. It involves thinking through the underlying idea for the interactive 
product and the more concrete, physical aspects. This block tackles all these things. You will learn to use reflective 
tools to help you work out and communicate the main idea for a design, including what people will be able to do 
with it, and how they experience it. We discuss a range of interface types, from more traditional screen-based forms 
of interaction to mobile, wearable, haptic and other interface types and you will learn and use a range of prototyping 
methods and tools. 
 
Block 4 – Evaluation 
Block 4 presents the techniques and knowledge necessary to evaluate an interactive product. This includes the 
ethical considerations when evaluating with users; techniques and tips for observing users; asking experts and users; 
and considering when to carry out field studies and when to use lab studies. You will learn how to present your 
findings and to reflect on the need for iteration of parts of the design life cycle. 
The assessment for this module is structured so that you can work on a problem chosen by you, and work through 
the various processes and iterate through the design life cycle studied in the block as you progress in the module. 
If you are considering progressing to the computing and IT project (TM470), this is one of the OU level 3 modules on 
which you could base your project topic. Normally, you should have completed one of these OU level 3 modules (or 
be currently studying one) before registering for the project module. 
 
Course materials: what’s included 
Preece, J., Sharp, J. and Rogers, Y. (2015) Interaction Design: Beyond Human-Computer Interaction (584 pages) and 
Block booklets 1–4. Module website and online study materials. 
 
Support from your tutor 
You will have a tutor who will help you with the course material and mark and comment on your written work, and 
whom you can ask for advice and guidance. We may also be able to offer group tutorials that you are encouraged, 
but not obliged, to attend. Where your tutorials are held will depend on the distribution of students taking the 
module. 
 
Assessment 
Assessment on this module comprises 4 Tutor-Marked Assignments and an examination. 
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Web, mobile and cloud technologies  
Course code: TMXY352  Credits: 30  OU Level: 3  
SCQF Level: 10  FHEQ Level: 6   

  
Summary  
Cloud computing and mobile technologies offer new possibilities for the production and distribution of IT 
applications and services. Rapid, elastic and scalable provisioning of IT resources allows organisations to be more 
innovative, agile and cost effective. In our personal lives, cloud and mobile technologies allow us to store, access and 
share information online. Storing and processing information with no clear physical location or legal authority raises 
important concerns around governance and security. In this online module you will learn about the technical and 
social aspects of cloud computing and mobile technologies, and you will gain hands-on experience of these 
technologies.  
 
Course content  
This online module will provide you with an understanding and practical experience of cloud technology and the web 
technology which under pins it, as well as the role that these have in the provision of modern mobile applications. 
You will gain both a technical and business perspective of the advantages, problems and risks of using these 
technologies. A number of case studies demonstrate the application of the technology in different contexts, such as 
start-ups, established organisations and collaborations.  
 
The module is organised into three blocks:  

• Web Foundations  
• The Cloud  
• Mobile Applications. 

 
The principles behind cloud technology and its utilisation in different contexts are the main focus of the module with 
Web Foundations providing an appropriate grounding in the enabling technology and Mobile Applications 
demonstrating how to further capitalise on cloud infrastructure in developing flexible mobile applications.  
 
Trust and security are important themes running through the module, alongside the social, political, technical and 
legal issues which these recent developments in IT raise. Case studies draw together key features from each part, 
setting the scene for a project where you will use your new skills to specify, prototype and demonstrate cloud and 
mobile solutions for an organisation.  
 
You will learn  
Block 1 – Web Foundations  
This first block sets the scene for the module by exploring how networks, and especially the internet, support access 
to networked services and applications. The block first provides a brief overview of the underlying standards and 
protocols of the web (HTTP, XML, CSS, etc.), including secure protocols (HTTPS, TLS, SSL, SSH) and then reviews the 
development of modern distributed architectures and different approaches (REST, SOAP) that are used to access 
web services and how these relate to cloud approaches. The block also includes a range of practical activities using 
NetBeans to develop and deploy web services to an application server (Glassfish) as well as testing and consuming 
services.  
 
Block 2 – The Cloud  
The second block introduces the cloud model and the types of resources (processing power, databases, general 
storage and networking) that can be provided by a typical cloud infrastructure. Different levels of cloud model are 
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investigated, such as Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), Platform as a Service (PaaS) and Software as a Service (SaaS), 
and contrasted with the web services model.  
 
The block briefly reviews consumer cloud offerings, such as Dropbox and Google Drive for storing assets, before 
moving on to more sophisticated commercial offerings of cloud infrastructure, such as OpenStack and Amazon Web 
Services (AWS). Virtualisation and the use of hypervisors are outlined with a focus on the common facilities of the 
dominant mainstream platforms, including monitoring resource usage, load balancing and automatic scaling of 
resources to meet demand.  
 
As well as technical aspects, the block considers the business case for cloud in different contexts (start-up, corporate, 
projects, collaborations) and different approaches to distributing cloud infrastructure (private, public and 
collaborative) as well as considering security and legal implications for each approach.  
 
A range of cloud operations are demonstrated and included in a set of practical activities to provide hands-on 
experiences. These activities include:  

• using a cloud dashboard to create resource constraint descriptions in which to run virtual machines and 
other components  

• creating security rules to control access to cloud resources  
• launching, accessing, monitoring and destroying cloud resources  
• scripting and testing an auto-scaling scenario so that an application which comes under a high load is 

automatically replicated with the load shared between the existing and new resources   use of a 
programmatic REST API to perform cloud operations.  

 
Block 3 – Mobile Applications  
Finally, this block explores the current state of the mobile market and the prospects for mobile technology as well as 
its combined use with cloud technology. The block commences by investigating a range of challenges facing 
developers of mobile apps, including dealing with the multiplicity of:  

• users’ devices (tablets, mobile phones etc.)  
• framework technologies (Java, Microsoft, Android, iOS)  
• communication technologies (Web services, HTTP, and TCP sockets).  
 

The block examines a range of considerations in developing a mobile application including deployment and 
upgrading, user interface design, performance and memory management as well as connectivity, back-end storage 
and security. The block also includes a case study element, exploration of toolkits for developing applications and the 
practical development of a mobile application which is subsequently extended to exploit cloud facilities.  
 
Course materials: what's included 
This module is presented fully online via the module website, which gives access to the study materials in electronic 
format, online forums and other online resources. There are no printed texts: all the study materials will be available 
online from the website. 
 
Support from your tutor 
You will be allocated to a tutor who will offer support through electronic communication and online group tutorials. 
You will also have the opportunity to discuss your assignments and project individually with your tutor. 
 
Assessment 
Each of the three blocks includes a tutor-marked assignment (TMA), which has a practical and written element. After 
completing the three blocks you will undertake an end-of-module assessment (EMA), which takes the form of an 
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individual project. This requires that you produce a considered assessment of cloud and mobile technology for use 
by an organisation and also apply the methods and tools used during the module to provide a technology 
demonstration for the organisation. 
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The computing and IT project  
Course code: TMXY470  Credits: 30  OU Level: 3  
SCQF Level: 10  FHEQ Level: 6   

  
Summary  
The computing and IT project enables you to explore computing, information and communications technologies in 
substantial depth and it is the compulsory final module for our computing and IT qualifications. It offers you practical 
experience of independent learning and reflective practice. You’ll apply advanced principles and techniques to 
produce a solution to a problem which you have defined and write up your experience and findings in a substantial 
report. You’ll also be responsible for choosing your own topic, carrying out the project and writing it up, with the 
help of a supervisor to advise and guide you. 
 
Course content  
You will gain skills and experience in formulating and completing an individual project of your choice in any area of 
computing and IT that you have studied at this level. Your tutor will advise and guide you, but you will be expected 
to produce your work independently, without close supervision. The emphasis is on you being a reflective 
practitioner, developing not only the technical aspects of your project but also justifying your approach and 
reviewing and thinking about what you have learnt. You’ll be expected to make use of the study materials and 
software associated with the OU level 3 modules you have previously studied. 
 
The main elements of your project will be: 

• choosing a project topic – the topic must be based on the OU level 3 modules you have studied and we will 
need to know which area you want to work in before the module starts in order to assign you a tutor 

• getting information and finding out about developments in your topic area 
• producing a detailed proposal and project plan – this will include choosing suitable methods, setting realistic 

goals and deciding what resources you will need 
• carrying out the project itself – it could take many forms – a software system, a critical analysis and report, 

or an investigation and set of recommendations are just a few examples 
• writing up and evaluating the project – this will include a reflective evaluation of your approach to the 

project and its completion. 
 
There are guidance notes and resources but no teaching materials associated with the module. You will draw on a 
range of sources (technical papers, books, manufacturers’ literature, and the internet) to investigate your topic. Your 
report should demonstrate your ability to assess your own developments or other topics you have investigated, 
using appropriate methods to measure and compare them. 
 
Throughout your project you will be set tasks through tutor-marked assignments (TMAs), which will help you to plan 
and progress the various phases of the project. You will also submit a final project report. 
 
Course materials: what’s included 
You’ll have access to a module website, which includes: 

• a week-by-week study planner 
• course-specific module materials 
• podcasts 
• assessment details and submission section 
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• access to student and tutor group forums. 
 
Support from your tutor 
Throughout your module studies, you’ll get help and support from your assigned module tutor. They’ll help you by: 

• Marking your assignments (TMAs) and providing detailed feedback for you to improve. 
• Guiding you to additional learning resources. 
• Providing individual guidance, whether that’s for general study skills, specific module content or your specific 

project. 
• Facilitating online discussions between your fellow students, in the dedicated module and tutor group 

forums. 
 
Module tutors also run online tutorials throughout the module. Where possible, recordings of online tutorials will be 
made available to students. While these tutorials won’t be compulsory for you to complete the module, you’re 
strongly encouraged to take part. 
 
Assessment 
Assessment on this module comprises 3 Tutor-Marked Assignments and an End of Module Assessment 
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